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ABSTRACT. Single crystals of phttialiuiide were studied goniometrically and with X-rays. 
Goniomctric data assign it to the monoclinic holodedrnl class in agreement with Groth.

The axial ratios, obtained from X-ray studies, are a.'b:c=^2.98:1:0.4946. Phthalmide is 
found to belong to space group C®ah—Pai 'd.

According to Groth (1906) phthaliniide crystallises in the nionocliuic holo- 
hedral class with axial ratios a :  b : c =  1.4913 : i : 0.4967 and

Tlie X-ray data of this substance is completely lacking. The present paper 
deals with the determination of the axial lengths and the space-group of phthali- 
mide.

P R K P A R A T IO N  0  !■' T II  K C R Y S T A

It is very difficult to get perfect single crystals of phthaliniide. Several 
attempts were made to crystallise it from a solution of alcoliol, alcohol and ac'etic 
acid, acetic acid and ethyl acetate. NTone of the solvents had been found to be 
highly satisfactory. However, amongst the .solvents tried, ethyl acetate was 
found to be the best medium for crystallisation. After repeated and careful crys
tallisations, only a few perfect single crystals were obtained.

The crystals were all needle-shaped. They were studied with the help of 
the Czapski Theodolite two-circle goniometer. The observed angles between the 
various faces were found to agree with those reported by Groth (toe. r i l . ) ,

M E A S U R E M E N T  0  E A X I A E E E N G T I I S

Hadding-Siegbahn type of x-ray tube with copper anticathode was used. 
Rotation photographs were taken with a cylindrical camera.

(i) Rotation about c-axis:
The c-axis being the long axis of the crystal itself can be easily set by mak

ing the prism faces vertical. The photograph is shown in Plate V Fig. i  and tiie 
mean axial length measured from the different layer lines given by Cu Ka and Cu 
KjB is found to be c = 3.765 A..

Ui) Rotation about 6-axis :
The 6 (010) face does not develop in the crystal. The 6-axis becomes verti

cal when the reflections from the prism faces lie in the vertical plane and the 

bisector betw’een m (no) and m '  (no) becomes vertical.
The mein axial length, 6 = 7 .6 11  A, is found from the rotation photograph

(Fig. 2). ■
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(in) Rotation about a-axis :
Both 6 (oio) and c f o o T )  faces bciiij? absent, a-axis was |fixed by setting

q (on) and (on) faces vertically.
The rotation photograidi (Fig. 3̂! gives the mean value 22.70 A.
Thus the axial ratios, given by the x-ray studies of the crystal are found to 

be
a : />: c — 2.98 : i : 0.4946.

Comparing the results with those given by (iroth {loc. ri/ ) it is found that the 
length of the ^r-axis is twice the value assumed by Groth.

In order to determine correctly the space-lattice and the space-group the 
reflecting spots must be identified and indexed unambiguously,

I) i rr  ER 1 N A T I O  N o r  T H E  S P A C E - L A T T I C E

( )scillatioii photograph :

The crystal was set with the r-axis vertical. The oscillation started with 
the incident beam normal to a (too) face, i .c. ,  parallel to the reciprocal a-veclor 
-a^-axis. The ocillalion ranging from o® — iSo° was covered in ten successive 
stages, each oscillating within the range of iS ''.

'Pile Iheorelical Bragg angle of reflection of diffracted planes which alone can 
appear in the oscillation picture as judged from the reciprocal lattice are compared 
with those obtained from the direct measurement of the photograf)]!. Thus every 
spot in the pholograpli is accounted for and given the proper index. The theo
retical angles are c alculated from the equation

Sin 0=
snip

where (9 is the Bragg augle of reflection of the plane (/ife/1.
l>, (' are the axial lengtiis already determined 

ft is the axial angle determined from goniometric studies.
A perusal of the indices of the planes reflected in the central layer line 

showed that no special conditions guide the reflection of {hko)  planes.
Since there is no restriction in the appearance of (hko)  reflections, there 

cannot be also any systematic absent spectra in the general (hkl) reflections. 
Hence, being superfluous, higher layer lines of the r-axis oscillation photographs 
were not analysed.

The unit cell of phthalimide, therefore, belongs to the simple monoclinic 
lattice.

D E  T B R it  I N T I O N O F  T H E  S P A C E -0 R O TT P

Weissenberg photographs:

One of the axes being too long, the angles of reflection of [o k o )  planes lie 
very close to that for ( I k o ) .  Hence in order to decide unambiguously the nature
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of (oko) reflections, Weissenberg photograph of the central layer line around 
r-axis of the crystal was taken (Fig. 4).

All the spots were correctly indexed. It was found tliat no systematic absent 
spectra occur in the reflection of (hko) planes, as already indicated by oscillation 
photographs, but (hoo) and ioko) reflections occur only \vhen h and k are 
even.

Since the crystal belongs to the monoclinic hololedral class, halving of (oko) 
indicates a two fold screw axis along b while halving of (hoc) indicates a glide* 
plane of symmetry normal to the />-axis and having a glide of a/2 or (n + r)/2.

To choose between these two alternatives we have to\study the nature of 
(hoi) reflections.

For this purpose a Weissenberg photograph of the central layer line around 
h-axis of the crystal was taken. This also gives us directly the angle fi between 
a-and r-axes.

^ was found to agree satisfactorily with the value reported by Groth.
Indices of all the spots showed that not only the odd orders of (hoo) and 

(ool) are absent but also all reflections from iJiol) where (// -h/) i.s odd, are absent, 
This means that llic glide is (a 4* c)/ 2 and not a 2 .

As all the necessary and requisite conditions of finding out the correct space- 
group of a inoiiocliuic lattice (cf, Astbury and Yardley) have been deter
mined, the nature of lo k 1) reflections were not studied.

To sum up, it is found that (/J h-axis is a twM)-fold screw’ axis, s i n c e  odd 
orders of (o k o) reflections are absent and (//) the i)lane normal lo ihe h-axis,

(010) [)lanc is a glide plane oi syimnctry witli a glide of + cj/2, since all 
reflections from (hul) where (/? + /) is odd are absent.

On comi)aring llie.se criteiia with those given by Astbury and Yardley 
(loc, cii.) the space-group is found to be “ P21/a

N U M B P: R OF M O h  K C F L IC S T N 'J' 11 K T N I T C E h  h

The ninnl)er of molecules per unit cell, a, ih given by the relation

P =  a. M. mjV

where p = density of the phthalimide crystal.
a==̂ the number of molecules of phthalimide C<;Il4fCO)2NH per unit cell.

-2 1 on./n =  vvt. of H atom = 1.649 X 10 
M — molecnlar W'eight of phthalimide—i.:]7.
V' =  vcdume of the unit cell 

=  abc Sin ,6
=  22.7 X 7.611 X 3.765 X Sin X c.c.
=  6.504 X 10-22 C.C'.

The density was determined by the flotation method fiom a solution of zinc 
sulphate. It was found to he 1.45-

Hence the number of molecules, a, per unit cell

pV/Mm =  3»896 ^  4.0.

4—1576P-3
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S U M M A R Y

The axial lengths a, b and c were found out from the three rotation photo
graphs. The length of the a-axis is found to be twice that assumed by Groth.

The axial ratios are a ; h: c =  2.g8 ; i : 0.4946.
Oscillation photographs around c-axis showed the general nature of ihko) 

and (hkl) leflcctions indicating the picsencc of the simple lattice.
Zero-layer-litie VVeissenbeig photogra])hs around b and c-axes were taken. 

The h-axis pholograi)h gave ft angle agreeing fairly well with that found opti
cally, viz., 9 1 ° i 8S'.

All reflections from (hoi) planes where (h +/) is odd arc absent.
From c-axis photogi'aph it was found that all odd ordeis of {oko) reflections 

are absent.
Hence h-axis is a two-fold screw axis and (flc)-plane is a glide plane ot 

symmetry with a glide (a + f i / - .  nnd the si>acc-group is -P 21/7 1

fl =  22.700 X 
/) =  7.6 it ^
,: =  3,765 K
ft-^gi'' i8n'
1 1 - ] .
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